STUDENT SENATE BILL 2015-1028

TITLE: Funding for HEROES

AUTHOR: Senate Allocations Committee

AMOUNT: $240.00

Special Request for:

2. Advertising (Promotional pens, Facebook ad, Tabling reusable poster) $240.00

Grand Total: $240.00

President: Emily Hays

Active Members: 184

Purpose: HEROES aims to empower the Gainesville community to advocate for their identified health and educational needs in order to create a healthier environment through service, education, and research.

Activities: HEROES will be promoting their organization around campus. They host many events throughout the year. Two of the largest events include the Community Health Summit and Bike Rehab. The Community Health Summit is hosted in the Florida Gym every spring where about two hundred students and community leaders come together to network and discuss current health issues. Bike Rehab is an event also hosted in spring where HEROES fixes and gives away bikes to underserved people in some of the poorest neighborhoods in Gainesville. HEROES also focuses on the local Gainesville area by supporting community programs such as Sidney Lanier and SWAG.

Proviso: This allocation will exhaust past the end of the fiscal year on August 1, 2015.